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The University if Dayton 
LASERS NOW THE TOOL 
OF ARTISTS 
News Release 
DAYTON, Ohio, April 8, 1981 Lasers have traditionally been the 
domain of laboratory scientists. But laser beams have crept out of the laboratory 
in a project just completed at the University of Dayton, where lasers are the 
medium of creative expression for five Ohio artists. The art form is holography, 
described as lenseless photography which uses laser light to produce a three-
dimensional image. The pieces newly created by the artists will be exhibited 
from April 13 through the month of May at the Rike Center for Fine Arts at 
the University of Dayton. 
The gallery is open Monday through Friday from 11 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
The opening reception is April 13 from 7 - 9 p.m. 
The possibility of taking lasers out of the laboratory and into the view of 
the general public is what first inspired UD research scientists Lloyd Huff, Dick 
Fusek, and Steve Mersch to host a three-day workshop to teach the specially 
selected artists how to make a hologram. To provide artistic input and inspiration, 
they also invited Harriet Casdin-Silver, art holographer from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, whose holograms have been exhibited internationally. The 
project is supported by the Ohio Arts Council and the University. 
Participating artists are Thomas Silver and Ken Nevadomi from Cleveland 
State University, Jud Yalkut of the Contemporary Media Study Center in Dayton, 
Arthur Chafee from Wright Patterson Air Force Base, and Judith Miller, a UD alumna 
from Lancaster, Pennsylvania. 
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Research physicist Mersch said what the laser offers the artist is "new 
dimension and motion attributes to objects traditionally captured on canvas, or 
in sculpture." The images presented in this show, he added, range from the portrayal 
of human fantasy to the interaction of machines. 
To Dayton film and video artist Jud Yalkut, working with art and technology 
relationships has become a way of life: "Applied science and applied art are 
the same thing when you reach the higher levels. The artist has to learn the 
technology just as he has to learn to mix his own paints. The artist will eventually 
become his own engineers." 
One of the pieces Yalkut includes in the show is a three-dimensional image 
of a television monitor, with the picture on the monitor being a video camera, 
also viewed in three-dimensions. Yalkut describes the piece as a "kind of 
precognition of what it may be like when we have three-dimensional television." 
Holography was first used as a research tool by University of Dayton 
scientists in 1969 in pioneering studies of surface materials of airplanes for 
the U.S. Defense Department. Its use as tool for the artist is relatively new. 
Scientist Huff believes holography is primarily a means for communicating, that 
"if a picture is worth a thousand words, a hologra'!l is worth a thousand pictures." 
And artist Casdin-Silver risks the hope that holography will eventually reach 
artistic proportions: "Impatiently, I wait for the time when fascination with 
the generative technique of this 3 dimensional imaging vanishes. We do not watch 
television and analyze the process by which it arrives in the living room. 
Eventually the spectator will forget the tools and technology of holography and 
allow the experience to happen. And there will be a wealth of experience • 
holographic environments . • . movies . . . theatre . • . architecture • • . 
events. . . ." 
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